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Abstract — Visual Cryptography Scheme (VCS) is a scheme 

for sharing a secret among a set of participants. By using VCS, 

the image can be encoded into parts or pieces each part or piece 

is called a share, and each share is given to a participant. In this 

paper, we proposed a visual cryptography scheme for embedding 

color secret image into two meaningful covers, and focused on 

improving the quality of the reconstructed secret by choosing 

meaningful covers that are close in similarity to the secret image. 

Experimental results proved that the process of choosing 

meaningful covers, close in similarity to the secret image, can 

help in improving almost 10% the visual quality of the 

reconstructed secret image. 

Keywords — Secret sharing, extended visual cryptography 

scheme, objective image quality measurements, HVS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to send secret data, secured, to a participant, 
without interception of Intruders, Visual Cryptography (VC) 
was introduced by Naor and Shamir [1]. Visual cryptography 
(VC) is a modern cryptographic technique which is used to the 
secret image is shared securely and also its information is 
maintained with utmost confidentiality [2]. Traditional Visual 
Cryptography Scheme (VCS) generates meaningless shares 
which may attract hackers and intruders. To solve this problem, 
Extended Visual Cryptography Scheme (EVCS) is used which 
uses meaningful covers to generate meaningful shares. VCS is 
a secret sharing scheme used to divide visual information into 
shares, each share can't provide any information about the 
secret. These shares can be printed in transparency sheets and 
distributed to participants and by stacking these sheets, the 
secret can be revealed by human visual system without any 
computations. In VC the decryption process requires only 
human visual system [3]. 

Traditional visual cryptography schemes encode secret 
image into shares that are meaningless which cause security 
problem, since the meaningless shares can attract intruders and 
hackers. 

In Visual Cryptography Scheme VCS, a secret image is 
encoded into n shares and printed on transparencies. These 
transparencies are distributed to participants. Each 
transparency cannot reveal any information about the secret 
image. When the participants are stacked all shares, or at least 
a sufficient number of shares, they can retrieve the secret 

image by using their human visual system (human eye) directly 
without any complicated calculations or computational devices. 

One share can't reveal the secret, but a sufficient set of 
shares can recover the secret after printing in transparency 
sheets and stacking them. The main feature of VCS is that the 
secret image can be revealed by a human visual system (HVS) 
without any devices or complex computations. 

There are many applications of VCS such as hiding or 
sharing secret image, identification, watermarking, 
authentication, transmitting passwords, and secure printing 
industry, etc.. Online Voting System Based on visual 
cryptography, VCS is used to protect the data transmitted 
between the voter and the server, to ensure that it would not be 
leaked to a third party. The cryptography techniques are also 
applied in each process in the system to ensure the authenticity 
of the voter, the originality of the ballots cast and collected 
votes, the reliability of the tallied votes and the privacy 
throughout the election [4]. VCS can be used in number of 
applications like Remote Electronic Voting, Bio metric 
authentication, Banking Customer Identification, Stenography, 
Watermarking etc. [5]. 

Many visual cryptography based algorithms and 
approaches have been proposed such as [6]: Watermarking, 
Anti- Phishing Systems, Human machine identification, 
Authentication for Data Matrix Code, Offline QR Code 
Authorization, Defense System, CAPTCHA, Signature Based 
Authentication and Fingerprint based Authentication. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Traditional Visual Cryptography scheme 

Traditional Visual Cryptography scheme is considered as 
the simplest sharing scheme, which splits a secret image 
between two participants. Every secret pixel in secret image is 
subdivided into a collection of m black and white sub-pixels in 
each share, and the shares are printed on transparencies and 
stacked together, to reconstruct secret image by the human 
visual system. This technique overcomes the disadvantage of 
complex computations required in traditional cryptography [7]. 

For each black secret pixel, randomly choose a block from 
share 1 that is complementary to a block in share 2 at the same 
position, otherwise for each white secret pixel, the two blocks 
from share 1 and share 2 are the same. 
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Secret image is encoded into two shares then these shares 
are distributed to participants. Each participant cannot reveal 
any information about the secret image, but after stacking 
shares pixel by pixel, the secret image can be retrieved and 
observed visually by human visual system of the participants. 

 

B. Gray extended Visual Cryptography scheme 

Extended visual cryptography scheme (EVCS) is a Visual 
cryptography scheme that uses meaningful shares to avoid 
attracting intruder's attention. 

Secret image is encoded into two meaningful covers, then 
these shares are stacked and the secret image is retrieved. 

 

C. Color extended Visual Cryptography scheme 

Extended visual cryptography scheme, in which can 
encrypt the secret image into meaningful cover images [8]. In 
color VCS one pixel is converted into m sub pixels, and each 
sub pixel is further divided into c color regions. In each sub 
pixel, there is exactly one color region is color, and other color 
regions are black [9]. There is only one color region colored, 
and all the color regions are black in each sub pixel [10]. 

 This technique is based on Human Visual System and 
hence do not include complex mathematical computations [11]. 
Visual cryptography can also be applied to color images by 
converting them into black and white binary images [7]. 

 

III. PROPOSED VCS ALGORITHM FOR COLOR SECRET IMAGE 

Step 1 : Divide the secret color image into three color 

channels Red, Green and Blue. 

Step2 : Halftone the three color channels Red, Green and 

Blue of the secret image. 

Step 3 : Divide the meaningful images into three color 

channels Red, Green and Blue. 

Step 4 : Halftone the three color channels Red, Green and 

Blue of the meaningful images. 

 For each Red secret pixel (Green or Blue), the two 

blocks from share 1 and share 2 are the same 

construction, at the same position as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Secret Pixel representations 

Step 5 : Embed individual secret image shares into the 

Meaningful image. 

Step 6 : Distribute the meaningful shares among participants. 

Step 7 : Output the reconstructed secret image by stacking 

the shares using XOR operation. 

 

Fig. 2. Architectural Diagram for Proposed VCS 

The result of the process of embedding secret image into 
covering shares and stacked the shares to reveal the secret is 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.  4, secret color image (a), two 
covering images (b) secret image embedded into shares (c) 
then these shares are stacked and the secret image is revealed . 

 

  

 

  
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3.  results of the proposed algorithm test 1 

 

  

 

  
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 4. Results of the proposed algorithm test 2 

 

IV. IMPROVING VISUAL QUALITY OF THE RECONSTRUCTED 

SECRET IMAGE 

Since the quality of the reconstructed secret image is 
important, in this section we focusing our attention on 
improving the visual quality of the revealed secret by 
measuring the closeness or the differences in similarity 
between the secret image and the meaningful covers, in order 
to prove that, the quality of the reconstructed secret image is 
affected by the used meaningful covers. 

Image quality assessment measurements are needed for 
comparative analysis between different meaningful covers to 
choose the suitable covers which improve the quality of the 
reconstructed secret image. 
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A. Objective Image Quality Assessment Measurements 

Image quality is defined as a characteristic of an image that 
measures the processed image degradation by comparing to an 
ideal image [12]. The quality of an image could be evaluated 
by comparing it against a reference image of perfect quality. 
There are basically two general classes of objective quality 
[13]: 

a) Simple statistics error metrics. 

b) HVS feature based metric. 

Note that 𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗)  represents the original image and 𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗) 

represents the modified image. 

1) For Simple Statistics Error Metrics: 
There are many measures that are used to measure the 

closeness between two images by exploiting the differences in 
the distributions of pixel values. 

a) Mean Square Error (MSE): 

The simplest and most widely used pixel wise error based 
measures are Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR) [14]. MSE averages the squared pixels 
intensity of two images and large value of MSE means that 
images are completely different. With MSE greater values 
indicate lower image similarity [13]. MSE is defined in (1) as: 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑚𝑛
∑ ∑(𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗))2

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

 (1) 

b) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): 

PSNR is used in decibels as a quality measurement 
between the original and reconstructed image, low value of 
PSNR means that images are completely different. With 
PSNR, greater values indicate greater image similarity [13]. 
PSNR is defined in (2) as: 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑀2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
) (2) 

c) Average Difference (AD): 

AD is simply the average of difference between the 
reference signal and test image [13]. Large value of AD means 
that images are completely different. AD is defined in (3) as: 

𝐴𝐷 =  
1

𝑀𝑁
∑ ∑(𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗))

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑀

𝑖=1

 (3) 

d) Normalized Absolute Error (NAE) : 

Large value of NAE means that images are completely 
different. NAE is defined in (4) as: 

𝑁𝐴𝐸 =
∑ ∑ │𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗)│𝑁

𝑗=1
𝑀
𝑖=1

∑ ∑ │𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗)│𝑁
𝑗=1

𝑀
𝑖=1

 (4) 

e) Structural Content (SC): 

Structural Content SC measures the image similarity 
between two images [13]. SC is also a correlation based 
measure [15]. The large value of (SC) means that images are 
completely different. SC is defined in (5) as follow: 

SC =  
∑ ∑ (y(i, j))N

j=1
M
i=1

2

∑ ∑ (x(i, j))N
j=1

M
i=1

2 (5) 

f) Normalized Cross Correlation (NK) : 

The closeness between two digital images can also be 
quantified in terms of correlation function [13]. (NK) measures 
the similarity between two images, large value of NK means 
that images are completely different.  NK is defined in (6) as: 

𝑁𝐾 =  
∑ ∑ (𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) ∗ 𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗))𝑁

𝑗=1
𝑀
𝑖=1

∑ ∑ (𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗))𝑁
𝑗=1

𝑀
𝑖=1

2  (6) 

2) HVS Feature Based Metric: 
Human visual system (HVS) and human perception are 

interested in various attributes of images, such as luminance, 
contrast and structure. Some HVS based image quality 
measures are given below: 

a) Universal Image Quality Index (UIQ): 

This index models any distortion as a combination of three 
factors; loss of correlation, mean distortion and variance 
distortion [16]. 

UIQ models any distortion as a combination of three 
different factors: loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and 
contrast distortion [13]. The dynamic range of UIQ is [0, 1], 
With UIQ greater values indicate higher image similarity. UIQ 
is defined in (7) as: 

𝑄 =
4 ∗   𝜎𝑥𝑦 ∗  �̅� ∗ �̅�

(𝜎𝑥
2 + 𝜎𝑦

2) ∗ (�̅�2 + �̅�2)
 (7) 

b) Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM): 

SSIM is used to compare the structural similarity between 
the original and the reconstructed images. SSIM is based upon 
separated comparisons of local luminance, contrast and 
structure between an original and a distorted image [17]. SSIM 
greater values indicate greater image similarity. SSIM is 
defined in (8) as [18]: 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
(2𝜇𝑥𝜇𝑦 + 𝑐1)(2𝜎𝑥𝑦 + 𝑐2)

(𝜇𝑥
2 + 𝜇𝑦

2 + 𝑐1)(𝜎𝑥
2 + 𝜎𝑦

2 + 𝑐2)
 (8) 

c) Feature similarity index (FSIM) : 

In computing FSIM, there are two features could be 
computed [19]: 

i. The Fourier waves at different frequencies have 

congruent. That is, at points of high phase congruency 

(PC) we can extract highly informative features. PC can 

be considered as a dimensionless measure for the 

significance of a local structure. 

ii. The image gradient magnitude (GM) is computed as the 

secondary feature to encode contrast information. 

PC and GM are complementary and they reflect different 
aspects of the HVS in assessing the local quality of the input 
image. The dynamic range of FSIM is [0, 1], With FSIM 
greater values indicate higher image similarity. FSIM is 
defined in (9) as [19]: 

𝐹𝑆𝐼𝑀 =
∑ 𝑆𝐿(𝑋). 𝑃𝐶𝑚(𝑋)𝑋∈

∑ 𝑃𝐶𝑚(𝑋)𝑋∈

 (9) 
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Where: Ω means the whole image spatial domain. 

d) GIST 

GIST summarizes the gradient information (scales and 
orientations) for different parts of an image [21]. Gist 
descriptors are designed to match human concepts with respect 
to various features of images [22]. The GIST descriptor of each 
image is pre-calculated; and the image is divided into tiles and 
for each of the tile edges, the different frequencies and angular 
orientations are pertinently detected and represented by a 
number [21]. The dynamic range of GIST is [0, 1], With GIST 
greater values indicate lower image similarity. The 
representation of the structure of the scene, termed spatial 
envelope is defined, as well as its five perceptual properties: 
naturalness, openness, roughness, expansion and ruggedness, 
which are meaningful to human observers [23]. 

V. CASE STUDY NO.1 

In our experiments 500 images of size 512×512 pixels are 
used as the cover images as shown in Fig. 5, these images are 
taken from faces category at Caltech 101 dataset at [24]. 

 

Fig. 5. Sample of faces category at Caltech 101 dataset as cover images 

One image of size 256×256 pixels is used as a secret image 
as shown in Fig. 6. In our experiments we try to find the 
relationship between cover shares and secret image in order to 
get improve the visual quality of the reconstructed secret 
image. 

 

Fig. 6. Secret Image 

Using Image Quality Measurements discussed before, the 
values of similarity between secret image and 500 cover 
images used in case study 1 are used in order to choose the best 
covers as listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  SAMPLE OF IMAGE QUALITY MEASUREMENT VALUES 

BETWEEN SECRET IMAGE AND 500 COVER IMAGES 

 

a) Using MSE and PSNR: 

According to numerical measurements values listed in the 
above Table, we choose the two relative covers that have the 
least differences with the secret image, relatively close in 
similarity, as displayed in Fig. 7 (a), and also we choose the 
two non-relative covers that have the most differences with the 
secret image as displayed in Fig. 7(b), The result of embedding 
secret image into relative and non-relative cover images, is 
displayed in Fig. 7 (c) and (d), and reconstructing the secret are 
displayed in Fig.  7 (e) and (f). 

 

    
MSE = 14664.81 

PSNR =  11.24 

MSE = 15035.54 

PSNR = 11.13 

MSE = 40444.47 

PSNR = 6.83 

MSE = 50904.07 

PSNR = 5.83 

(a) (b) 

    
(c) (d) 

  
SSIM = 0.3737 SSIM =0.3716 

(e) (f) 

Fig. 7. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using MSE and PSNR values 

b) Using UIQ: 

    
UIQ = 0.79 UIQ = 0.79 UIQ = 0.26 UIQ = 0.27 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM =0.3720 SSIM =0.3715 

(e)   (f)  

Fig. 8. embedding secret image into the relative and 
non-relative covers using UIQ values 

c) Using AD: 

    
AD = 0.15 AD = 0.30 AD =  243.33 AD = 251.23 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3708 SSIM = 0.3656 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 9. Embedding secret image into the relative 
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and non-relative covers using AD values 

d) Using NAE: 

    
NAE= 0.43 NAE = 0.44 NAE = 0.77 NAE = 0.90 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3737 SSIM = 0.3716 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 10. Embedding secret image into the relative 

and non-relative covers using NAE values 

e) Using SC: 

    
SC= 1.86 SC= 2.09 SC= 1249.10  SC= 1816.91 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3760 SSIM = 0.3674 

(e)   (f) 
Fig. 11. Embedding secret image into the relative 

and non-relative covers using SC values 

f) Using NK: 

    
NK= 1.0 NK= 1.0 NK= 0.77 NK = 0.77 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3737 SSIM = 0.3716 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 12. embedding secret image into the relative and 
non-relative covers using NK values 

 

g) Using SSIM: 

    
SSIM = 0.44 SSIM = 0.38 SSIM = 0.00 SSIM = 0.00 

(a)   (b)  

    

(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3734 SSIM = 0.3677 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 13. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using SSIM values 

 

h) Using FSIM: 

    
FSIM = 0.65 FSIM = 0.64 FSIM = 0.51 FSIM = 0.49 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3680 SSIM = 0.3575 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 14. embedding secret image into the relative and 
non-relative covers using FSIM values 

 

i) Using FSIMC: 

    
FSIMC = 0.61 FSIMC = 0.60 FSIMC =0.47   FSIMC = 0.46 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3594 SSIM = 0.3522 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 15. embedding secret image into the relative and 
non-relative covers using FSIMC values 

j) Using GIST: 

    
GIST = 0.19 GIST = 0.21 GIST =  0.91 GIST =0.99   

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3724 SSIM = 0.3574 

(e)   (f) 
Fig. 16. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using GIST values 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF CASE 

STUDY NO.1 

Each measurement suggested one pair of relative covers 
and one pair of non-relative covers to embed secret image into 
them. According to experimental results, the visual quality of 
the reconstructed secret images have been improved when we 
using shares that are relative to secret image, as suggested by 
numerical measurements, which means using meaningful cover 
images relative to secret image, can improve the visual quality 
of the reconstructed secret image. 

Comparative values of SSIM for the reconstructed secret 
images, generated after embedding secret image in relative 
cover images, and the reconstructed secret images, generated 
after embedding secret image in non-relative cover images as 
shown in Table II. 

Fig. 17 is illustrate that using relative cover images, 
generate reconstructed secret image better in visual quality than 
using  non-relative cover images as we proposed. 

TABLE II.  COMPARATIVE VALUES OF SSIM FOR THE RECONSTRUCTED 

SECRET IMAGES USING RELATIVE AND NON-RELATIVE COVERS OF CASE STUDY 

NO.1 

IQM 
Case study 1 

Relative Covers Non-Relative Covers 

MSE-PSNR 0.3737 0.3716 

UIQ 0.3720 0.3715 

AD 0.3708 0.3656 

NAE 0.3737 0.3716 

SC 0.3760 0.3674 

NK 0.3737 0.3716 

SSIM 0.3734 0.3677 

FSIM 0.3680 0.3575 

FSIMC 0.3594 0.3522 

GIST 0.3724 0.3574 

 
Fig. 17. comparative values of similarity for 

reconstructed secret images in case study 1 

VII. CASE STUDY NO.2 

In our experiments 9000 images of size 512×512 pixels are 
used as the cover images as shown in Fig. 18, these images are 
taken from Caltech 101 dataset at [24]. 

Using Image Quality Measurements discussed before, the 
values of similarity between secret image and 9000 cover 
images used in case study 2 are used in order to choose the best 
covers as listed in Table III. 

 
Fig. 18. Sample of Caltech 101 dataset as cover images 

TABLE III.  SAMPLE OF IMAGE QUALITY MEASUREMENT VALUES 

BETWEEN SECRET IMAGE AND 9000 COVER IMAGES 

 

a) Using MSE and PSNR: 

According to numerical measurements values, we choose 
the two relative covers that have the least differences with the 
secret image, relatively close in similarity, as displayed in Fig. 
19 (a), and also we choose the two non-relative covers that 
have the most differences with the secret image as displayed in 
Fig. 19 (b). 

The result of embedding secret image into relative and non-
relative cover images, is displayed in Fig. 19 (c) and (d), and 
reconstructing the secret are displayed in Fig. 19 (e) and (f). 

 

    
MSE = 8146.46 

PSNR =  13.79 

MSE = 8663.14 

PSNR = 13.53 

MSE = 61566.18 

PSNR = 5.01 

MSE = 64915.96  

PSNR =4.78 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.38040 SSIM =0.2706 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 19. Embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using MSE and PSNR values 
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b) Using UIQ: 

    
UIQ = 0.85 UIQ = 0.85 UIQ = 0.08 UIQ = 0.06 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3804 SSIM = 0.36980 

(e)   (f) 
Fig. 20. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using UIQ values 

 

c) Using AD: 

    
AD = -364.40 AD = -360.07 AD =  351.57 AD = 362.21 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3701 SSIM = 0.3659 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 21. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using AD values 

 

 

 

d) Using NAE: 

    
NAE= 0.34 NAE = 0.34 NAE = 1.00 NAE = 1.00 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3804 SSIM = 0.2706 

(e)   (f) 
Fig. 22. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using AD values 

 

e) Using SC: 

    

SC= 0.82 SC= 2.48 SC= 308379.34 SC= 392279.63 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3871 SSIM = 0.3509 

(e)   (f) 
Fig. 23. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using SC values 

 

f) Using NK: 

    
NK= 0.98 NK= 0.98 NK= 0.81 NK = 0.08 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3756 SSIM = 0.3509 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 24. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using NK values 

 

g) Using SSIM: 

    
SSIM = 0.70 SSIM = 0.68 SSIM =0.00 SSIM = 0.00 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3790 SSIM = 0.3705 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 25. embedding secret image into the relative and 
non-relative covers using SSIM values 

h) Using FSIM: 

    
FSIM = 0.69 FSIM = 0.69 FSIM = 0.40 FSIM = 0.38 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  
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SSIM = 0.3675 SSIM = 0.3335 

(e)   (f) 
Fig. 26. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using FSIM values 

i) Using FSIMC: 

    
FSIMC = 0.67 FSIMC =  0.66 FSIMC = 0.37 FSIMC = 0.35 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.4005 SSIM = 0.3379 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 27. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using FSIMC values 

j) Using GIST: 

    
GIST = 0.16 GIST = 0.16 GIST =  1 GIST = 1 

(a)   (b)  

    
(c)   (d)  

  
SSIM = 0.3729 SSIM = 0.3416 

(e)   (f) 

Fig. 28. embedding secret image into the relative and 

non-relative covers using GIST values 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF CASE 

STUDY NO.2 

Reconstructed secret images have good visual quality, 
according to experimental results, when using shares related to 
secret image, as suggested by numerical measurements, which 
means using meaningful cover images relative to secret image, 
can improve the visual quality of the reconstructed secret 
image. 

Comparative SSIM values for the reconstructed secret 
images generated by embedding secret images into relative 
cover images, and the reconstructed secret images generated by 
embedding secret images into non-relative cover images as 
shown in Table IV. 

Fig. 29 are illustrate that using relative cover images, 
generate reconstructed secret image better in visual quality than 
using  non-relative cover images as we proposed. 

TABLE IV.  COMPARATIVE VALUES OF SSIM FOR THE RECONSTRUCTED 

SECRET IMAGES USING RELATIVE AND NON-RELATIVE COVERS OF CASE STUDY 

NO.2 

IQM 
Case study 2 

Relative Covers Non-Relative Covers 

MSE-PSNR 0.38040 0.2706 

UIQ 0.3804 0.36980 

AD 0.3701 0.3659 

NAE 0.3804 0.2706 

SC 0.3871 0.3509 

NK 0.3756 0.3509 

SSIM 0.3790 0.3705 

FSIM 0.3675 0.3335 

FSIMC 0.4005 0.3379 

GIST 0.3729 0.3416 

 
Fig. 29. comparative values of similarity for 
reconstructed secret images in case study 2 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a visual cryptography scheme 
for embedding secret color image into two meaningful images. 
To improve the visual quality of the reconstructed secret image 
and shares ,which is important to avoid attacks of hackers, we 
check to use cover images that are relatively similar to secret 
by using numerical image quality measurements ,to check 
which cover images have less or more differences from the 
secret. 

Experimental results ,discussed in sections VI and VIII, 
show that using cover images that are less different from secret 
, we obtained relative good visual quality shares which helps in 
avoiding unwanted attacks and as a result ,relatively better 
good visual quality reconstructed secret than using any shares. 

The proposed scheme works for one color secret to 
generate two meaningful shares with 2x2 pixel expansion. 
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